title
Daniel Bruno Produces Three Hours of Documentaries Proving Insider Trading and Controlled Demolitions of All
Three World Trade Center Towers on September 11, 2001. Key Witness 911 Barry Jennings Dies Under Mysterious
Circumstances and His Family Vanishes. Dick Gregory Calls For Investigation.

Barry L. Jennings (October 8, 1955 - September 10, 2008) was an African-American New York City Housing Authority
official who gave passionate, real-time eyewitness testimony about massive explosions deep inside World Trade Center
Seven before the sudden collapse of World Trade Centers One and Two, also known as the Twin Towers, on September
11, 2001.
In part one of A Bernie Madoff Sized Fraud, Daniel Bruno features Jennings's unscripted interview
as crucial evidence corroborating the overwhelming physical evidence of the controlled demolition
of World Trade Center 7, a 47 story skyscraper that collapsed into an ash heap in six seconds on the afternoon of
September 11, 2001, in New York.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfPPKOOVREs&list=UUHHfdQCqfNGk7vhGeyk9VdQ

Barry Jennings
The significance of Barry Jennings is that his personal account - featured twice in this video - supports the inescapable
possibility that the destruction of the three World Trade Center towers on 9/11 was the result of military grade
incendiaries planted well in advance. Bin-Laden and high-jacked airliners are props in an elaborate cover story.
Jenning's cause of death remains unknown and his family has not been heard from.
The Jennings Mystery
Jennings shared his account of multiple massive explosions in World Trade Center 7 with an ABC television reporter
on the day of the attacks in real time, which was broadcast on news channels worldwide. In 2007, film-maker Dylan
Avery contacted Jennings for an interview, in which he re-confirmed his real-time observations of internal explosions
on 911 before the neighbouring Twin Towers had even fallen. Subsequently, Jenning's stated that his job was in
jeopardy and asked Avery to remove his interview from Loose Change Final Cut. The BBC conducted a new Jennings
interview in 2008, refuting what he had previously stated in the Avery interview. Avery then released, against Jenning's
wishes, the 2007 interview confirming his original eyewitness testimony about explosions deep inside World Trade
Center 7. On September 10, 2008, Jennings died suddenly, only days before the BBC aired its interview with him.
Avery then hired a private investigator to look into the circumstances surrounding the untimely death of Jennings, but
no information could be obtained and Jenning's home was found vacant and for sale.
Jennings is not alone. Scores of eyewitnesses and family members of 911 victims have died inexplicable, untimely
deaths. In part three of A Bernie Madoff Sized Fraud, pilot and Chartered Market Technician Daniel Bruno highlights
the case of veteran CIA and commercial pilot Phillip Marshall, who, along with his children, was found shot to death in
his California home in February, 2013. He was about to publish a book alleging that 911 was an inside job with Saudi
involvement.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QItnaWtS2MU&list=UUHHfdQCqfNGk7vhGeyk9VdQ

Chapter 2 of A Bernie Madoff Sized Fraud delves into deep finance and probabilities proving that
insiders knew weeks in advance which airline stocks to bet against and made a handsome profit when

United and American Airlines stock prices fell after 911.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTkG-WEUL2c&list=UUHHfdQCqfNGk7vhGeyk9VdQ
Dick Gregory, a firm supporter of Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth, is calling for a real investigation into the
crimes of September 11, 2001.
For more information, please contact
911insidetrader@anonymousspeech.com

